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About the meeting

Dear people! Welcome to our meeting!
This is a place we created to stimulate
sharing among you. Please feel free to
post any information you �nd relevant for
the group to know. It can be about
volunteering, connected to European
Solidarity Corps or just some trivia you
feel obliged to share. Feel free to use it.
Andrej :-)
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Team is waiting for participants

To start, I share this important info with
you about ESC :-) The second semi-�nal
of the ESC (Eurovision Song Contest
2019) will take place on 16 May 2019 at
21:00. Eighteen countries will participate
in the second semi-�nal. Those
countries plus Germany, Italy, and the
United Kingdom will vote in this semi-
�nal. Read more here:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eurovision_Song_Contest_2019#Semi-
�nal_1

This big mosque is infront of our hotel.

New photo by Andrej Troha
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About European Solidarity
Corps

Tick-Tock
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Tick-Tock
by EULondonRep

YOUTUBE

Short video -introduction to ESC

European Solidarity Corps
by European Parliament

YOUTUBE

ESC web page

European Solidarity Corps -
Youth - European Commission
European Solidarity Corps

YOUTH - EUROPEAN COMMISSION

Presentation of the ESC Programme by
Magda and Andrej

Presentation of ESC_Meeting of orgs AL and KO 2019
PDF document
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Support to volunteers

Programme Guide ESC 2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kKg3rhu2aYY&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tvskfSAYyvI
https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity-corps
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/315494866/705af6161002c1aa8d63e2b5f003bc45/Presentation_of_ESC_Meeting_of_orgs_AL_and_KO_2019.pdf
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/315494866/144db6a90a9af9a48d46b8d1fcb0ecdb/Slika_zaslona_2019_05_18_u_10_50_52.png


2019_european_solidarity_corps_guide2_clean
PDF document
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ESC Glossary
grid with terms from EVS and ESC in English and Albanian 

Glossary
Excel spreadsheet
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For young people

How to register to the
European Solidarity
Corps Portal (PASS)?
 

How to register to the European
Solidarity Corps - Youth -
European Commission
How to register to the European
Solidarity Corps

YOUTH - EUROPEAN COMMISSION

ESC - quality label (How to apply)
But also read this link on SALTO SEE web
page: https://www.salto-youth.net/rc/see/esc/ql/

European Solidarity Corps: Quality Label – How to apply
(2019 Call)
by European Solidarity Corps UK

YOUTUBE

Outcomes of the 1st day

Group is following updates on ESC
Programme

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/379232970/d2e91e14f64498a890ef71dc4aeeb8b6/2019_european_solidarity_corps_guide2_clean.pdf
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/315494866/349ab37226146beba1fde1211276caf5/Glossary.xlsx
https://ec.europa.eu/youth/video-gallery/how-to-apply-european-solidarity-corps_en
https://www.salto-youth.net/rc/see/esc/ql/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZKBtxytk5Nw


Leon's galaxy

Balkan Kafene 1 - Te Pece
Discussion table "links between EVS and ESC: similarities and
differences 
Similarities: 

- Age limit 
- Youthpass 
- Voluntary Service 
- Organizational support 
- Budget 
 
Differences: 
- Accreditation v.s. Quality Label  
- PASS 
- Certi�cate of Participation 
- The roles of organizations 
- APV is now open to any kind of project, not only to
inclusion ones 
- Budget 
 
Additional comments: 
- Some groups wanted to go more deeper in discussing
some crucial aspects in differences, such as the pro�le,
background and experience of volunteers, importance of
community needs, links with personal projects of volunteers
existing before in EVS, taking out the intercultural
experience which has been core value in the EVS, wide
range of potential HOs ... 
- 'Budget' has been listed in both categories, as in general it
remains the same, while there are also some slight
differences which may be expected to increase the
motivation of organizations to get involved in the ECS. 
 
 

Balkan cafe 2
Discussion table "Expected/Potential changes in the pro�le of
volunteers" 
 
·        Include more fewer opportunities volunteers and
address ethnic groups more (volunteers from different
communities working together; example: volunteer from KO
and Serbia hosted in Lithuania and come back to Kosovo
and do on connecting both communities; )
·        Volunteers pro�le changed in this way that they need
to be more open, outgoing, motivated to communicate with
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community, be less centred on their personal development
·        Transfer of good practice from one local community to
another community via volunteers engagement (school
workshops on the thematic of environment)
·        Use returned volunteers more for project results
dissemination and promotion aimed at involving new youth
(spread new ideas: permaculture)
·        Respect motivation and skills of volunteers (don’t force
basketball player to make lectures)
·        Hosted volunteers can also change their communities
of origin (German volunteer returning back and being much
more focus on the community and family then before)
·        Connect your volunteers with other local organizations
in order to reach better integration and impact 

Balkan cafe 3
Discussion table "How can we get prepared for
implementation of ESC projects?"  
- to develop a clear plan for the ESC 
- to �nd good partners  
- networking the volunteer with local community 
- to identify the pro�le of potential ESC volunteer
candidates 
- info session with members of the organisation of get
informed about the new changes of ESC 
- Go through guidelines of ESC 
- Networking with new partners in Kosovo and other
countries 
- to �nd the way to motivate volunteers how to better
develop local initiatives 
- process of selection
- to increase capacities of our staff to write proposals  

Balkan cafe 4
Discussion table "Budget construction" - picture and
presented papers during table discussion

Budget model&example
PDF document
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Outcomes of the 2nd day

Talk with experienced organisation
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OPEN SPACE

Suggestions how to send few volunteers
yearly
1. EVS campaign for students  
 - going and meeting young people in universities through
info sessions  
 - share with them the program and procedures  
 - have them register on PASS and direct them to �nd
organizations and projects  

This way we put a lot of effort on the volunteers themselves,
as they need to identify projects/organizations. This way we
can send more volunteers.  

Budgets experiences

1. In one case Victoria shared her experience with a
budget problem. The Contract between
organizations was not done before and the volunteer
had to pay herself for the ticket to come to Kosovo
because the time for her volunteer experience had
come. Also the living expenses and pocket money
was paid by Victoria. But after 1 month and she
contacted the National Agency to help her out and
the money was transferred to the supporting
organization.
Lesson- Sign the contract 2 or 3 weeks before the
volunteer arrives and remember that he or she
doesn't not need to pay anything. 

Visibility and Networking
- Albin?

Bad experiences
1. Ten volunteers canceled their volunteer work, so they
were accepted by the organization but didn't came. The
organization didn't have Skype interview with them. The key
to this situation: choose the people through Skype
interview. 
2. Someone else was having health issue during their work in
the organization so they had to leave. 
3. Another case was that a volunteer had to leave for
personal reasons. 
4. A volunteer was about to �nish their work in 2 weeks but
he found a job in Albania so he �nished it before the project
ended. 
5. An organization had a few problems with more than 5
volunteers at the same time doing volunteer work. The issue
was their personal space since they were living in the same
house. 
6. Some other organization had a problem with a guy which
was every night drunk during his work period. He was
reported at EVS and they return him home within 24 hours. 
7. A volunteer was lost in the city which she/he worked and
we had to look after to �nd him/her. 
8. Explicit cases happened when we send one volunteer
abroad for some misunderstanding reasons. 
9. When a girl arrived in Albania she was shocked by the
patriarchal culture of it. But she calmed down after some
weeks. 
10. An organization that was hosting bankrupt during the
host. So we as a sending organization paid for all the
volunteers that we send which were 4 of them, for 1 month
and they had 1 month left to stay there so they paid the
other part. Lesson: 80% of the total amount has to be
prepaid. And the contract that is signed between
organizations has to be implemented. 

Integrating volunteer in community
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Using the best of the community and use it for both parts,
volunteers and community. 
Organizing workshops with local volunteers and mentors
and giving them the opportunity to self organize. 
Estabeling a connection between the 2 of them, for example: 
-Giving the opportunity the volunteers to experience the
full journey by organizing a dinner/lunch into a local host
family. 
-Using the local produce as a tool also for the same reason.
Giving the chance to make them like locals by making a
workshop where they have to plant local plants and goods
for the bene�ts of the society. 
-Promoting traditional cousin, and creating the safe space
for the international volunteers and the locals to create and
experiment with that topic. 
-Mirel Salaj (Beyond Barriers)

Developing idea and partners
- Albin

Projects - selection process and criteria
+ problems/mistakes in the application

criteria-mistakes
PDF document
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Platform of Registration for volunteers
and organisations (PASS)

 
The process of registration to the platform may take several
minutes ,the volunteers have to be very patient. 
- To �nd the acces link to request the registration was not
easy. It should be more visible . 
 - From the moment of submiting the request of registration
until you recieve the link via email, it takes time (which is a
bit annoying to wait for that long ) 
- Creating a password took us alot of atempts , it requested
all sort of characters. 
- The questions of the form were very clear. 
 
 
Links:  
PASS for participants: https://www.salto-
youth.net/rc/see/esc/useful-info/passy/ 
PASS for organizations: https://www.salto-
youth.net/rc/see/esc/useful-info/pass/

How to ensure the continuity of the
volunteering projects/ program?
• promotion campaign from the volunteers based on their
experiences (when they return from their mission)  
• promote long term programs in order to gain as much as
skills possible  
• continue the communication with the volunteers after
they are done their services  
• strengthening  the partnerships with international
organizations and motivate the volunteers to participate in
different activities and information sessions of these inter
organizations

Resources and Publications

Contact of the Lithanian Organization
looking for project partners
Marija Kučikaitė solidarity.patria@gmail.com 
 
ESC hosting coordinator / ESK priėmimo koordinatorė
NGO / VšĮ „Actio Catholica Patria“ 
 Smalininkų g. 9
LT-44294, Kaunas 
 Lithuania
What is A.C. Patria? Watch!
How does the volunteering look like? Watch more!
 
 www.patria.lt 
www.buk-savanoriu.lt

Publications of SALTO SEE
https://www.salto-youth.net/rc/see/resources/

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/315494866/e078399a947fff53bd6e6ace79e07185/criteria_mistakes.pdf
https://www.salto-youth.net/rc/see/esc/useful-info/passy/
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mailto:solidarity.patria@gmail.com
https://drive.google.com/open?id=16-cj66IcZjyUDwS8MhZ7NGukuu9S0Wyl
https://timetoevs.blogspot.com/
http://www.patria.lt/
http://www.buk-savanoriu.lt/
https://www.salto-youth.net/rc/see/resources/


Guidelines on residence permits
procedures for volunteers being hosted
in the countries of Western Balkans

SALTO-YOUTH - Guidelines on
residence permits procedures
for volunteers being hosted in
the countries of Western
Balkans
This publication is intended for all
organizations from the Western Balkans, which are hosting
volunteers from EU countries within the framework of the
programmes Erasmus+:Youth in Action and European Solidarity
Corps, and are as such required to help them through the process
of obtaining the residence permits for their stay during their
volunteering period.

SALTO-YOUTH

COME_Con�ict_Management in EVS
projects
Inspirative brochure about con�ict management and how to
solve con�icts and misunderstandings in volunteering
projects.

Brozura_COME_Con�ict_Management
PDF document
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EVS Galaxy-Guidebook for EVS
coordinators
Useful brochure about international volunteering, EVS
projects and actors involved in volunteering´s
project.Inspirative for ESC coordinators and actors involved
in ESC projects (outcome of 2 Internatonal TC for
experienced EVS coorodinators organizsed by ANEV c.z.)

EVS_Galaxy-complete_srpen_2017
PDF document
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Con�ick Management and Con�ict
Transformation
Useful material about Con�ict Management and how to
solve crisis situation in youth work and
volunteering.Outcome of the international project.Published
by the Youth and Evironment Europe (YEE), Czech Republic.

https://www.salto-youth.net/rc/see/resources/residencepermits/
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/382132993/a94ba4333b7f171a3fcfb9aae6c5c5a7/Brozura_COME_Conflict_Management.pdf
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/382132993/b8a8762e2f4c0c75723ee28441e849a7/EVS_Galaxy_complete_srpen_2017.pdf


Con�ict_management
PDF document
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Me the Citizen of Europe
Usefull material about European citizenshipo and active
participation of youth, published by CZ NA.

Me_the_citizen_of_EU_web
PDF document
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Meant to be a mentor
Usefull material for mentors, how to support volunteers
during the whole project (outcome of international
project).Published by the PL NA.

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/382985909/d2134ecc1b7fb1a59288c01f804043bf/Conflict_management.pdf
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/382132993/1ceb7e0c5aac9193a23447b22b24d22a/Me_the_citizen_of_EU_web.pdf
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Meant_to_be_a_Mentor_(Workbook_for_EVS_mentors)
PDF document
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Show up! Increase visibility of Youth
Work

BOOKLET%20-%20Show%20Up%20-
%20Increasing%20Visibility%20Of%20Youth%20Work.pdf
PDF document

WWW.SALTO-YOUTH.NET

Photos of the event

Here are the photos I took of our event.
Feel free to contribute also yours :-)

Meeting of volunteering orgs
KO and AL 2019
51 new photos added to shared
album
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